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Seeing reality from a different perspective offers us the chance to achieve 
ever more innovative goals.

ARANOW is a packaging company specialized in the design, manufacture and 
sale of single-serving packaging product ranges on a global level.

With a working philosophy based on commitment, constant innovation is what 
makes us different, with excellent quality, high performance, innovative, versatile, 
economical and environmentally-friendly products which make our equipment 
renowned in the sector.

This working method has made us world leaders in the manufacture of multi-lane 
StickPack packages.

new challenges
from new perspectives



The ARANOW manufacturing centre is located close to Barcelona in 
southern Europe. Catalonia is a beautiful area on the Mediterranean coast 
with an exceptional industrial framework and excellent logistical connections 
which link us to the entire world: our market.
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Barcelona, an European
city open to the world

from



good food
We use many packages throughout the day without realising it. 
Think about supermarkets, shops and at home. We understand the 
importance of these packages and we work constantly to improve them.

the importance of

Individual packaging is 
becoming more important 
in the food sector. At 
ARANOW we respond to 
market requirements and 
to the needs of each and 
every one of our clients.

Our range of food packaging 
machinery includes specialised 
systems of dosage in diverse 
textures (granulate, liquids, 
viscous materials, powders, 
dairy products, frozen water 
products, etc.) and provides 
solutions for production, 
maintenance and finished 
packaging quality which are 
totally adapted to the needs
of each project.
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food



commitment

commitment
with quality
At ARANOW we know who we are and what we 
want. This is why quality is our main commitment.

ARANOW teams and product ranges offer any features a 
client could want; high production, easy maintenance 
and versatility.

From day one, we offer our clients all our technical, 
logistic and documentary support. As such we manage 
to avoid any unforeseen events, however insignificant 
these may seem, affecting the manufacturing process.

More than 100 suppliers and a group of external 
consultants are coordinated by our Quality Control 
Department, and certify the fulfilment of all our
technical specifications.
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You will probably have seen us in chemists or in laboratories. It 
is an honour for us to be able to make life a little easier for those 
who need it.

your Health
aiding
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From day one ARANOW has 
worked for clients in the 
pharmaceutical industry. We 
can now state that we are 
specialists when it comes 
to laboratories and we have 
extensive experience in this 
market sector.

Our equipment focuses on 
the production of single-dose 
packages for pharmaceutical 
products and combines the 
quality standards required by 
other ARANOW team equipment 
with the fulfilment of the high 
demands of the pharmaceutical 
industry itself.

pharma



Strength lies in unity and we have taken this philosophy 
to heart. Each member of our expert staff is a basic 
unit in achieving solid results.

When transforming a new project into reality, however complex 
it may seem, nothing is better than having a team of highly 
specialised experts at hand who are ready to share knowledge 
debate issues. 

Our enthusiasm for team work runs through all our staff, but is 
also a part of our relationship with our clients, and this makes 
the ARANOW team one which is capable of offering efficiency 
and efficacy in each and every one of its projects.Do you want to 
make your project into a reality?
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a team united
for growth

world leader
stick packaging manufaturer



attractive & clean
we want to be

The current requirements 
of manufacturers of 
cosmetics and cleaning 
products means that 
single-dosage packages 
are currently needed 
more than ever by this 
growing sector.

Our range of cosmetic, 
chemical and detergent 
machines cover the general 
requirements related to the 
packaging of solutions, 
gels, powdered products, 
grains and fine-grain 
chemical products with the 
added, carefully applied 
characteristics which each 
product type requires.
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cosmetics,
chemical
& detergents
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technology and design
move us and differentiate us

We have always believed that 
technological advances determine the 
difference between the present and 
the future. This is what motivates our 
constant research.

The future is today. This is why the ARANOW 
Department of Research, Development and 
Innovation (R + D + i) is constantly working with 
the university sector in order to be the first when 
it comes to new concepts and technological 
solutions.

Faster, more efficient machines, adapted to the 
requirements of the product to be packaged are 
the goals of our daily work.

Thanks to the work of our teams and to a 
design process orientated towards efficiency, 
all our teams include the latest technological 
innovations, improving the needs of our clients 
on a daily basis.

things that move us



Do you want to package your 
best idea? At ARANOW we offer 
you the machinery that you 
need for all of your projects. Let 
your imagination run free, we 
will take care of the rest.

Our dairy foods equipment range 
is our packaging solution for milk-
based products and is the result of 
teamwork by our staff who decided 
to believe in their dreams and work 
towards them, the results speak for 
themselves. 

we package your

ideas &
expectations
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dairy foods



values
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our

The Values of People. 
The Values of the Organisation. 

The Values of People:

1. Ethics, integrity 
and respect: 
The basic principle of all relationships with 
oneself and with others. Acting at all times with 
respect and tolerance, difference enriches us and 
makes us wiser. 

2. Passion: 
Experiencing challenges with passion. Passion 
for life.

3. Austerity: 
No to the misuse of resources of any kind. 
Natural resources are scarce.

4. Growth: 
Understanding failure as part of professional and 
personal growth.

5. Empathy: 
As a tool for communication and dialogue, for 
negotiation and the resolution of conflicts.

6. Unity:
Together we are strong. Only a united community 
can advance towards its common objectives.

The Values of the Organisation: 

7. Excellence: 
Understanding excellence as a constant process 
of overcoming problems that allows individual and 
group self-esteem to grow.

8. Competitiveness: 
Achieving our highest level of competitiveness by 
working as a group, starting with reference to each 
individual.

9. Focus and commitment: 
Focusing our targets from the beginning and acting 
with planning. Constant, long-term commitment.

10. Innovation: 
Constant innovation in processes and in 
equipment.

11. Transparency: 
In management and in decision-taking. As a basis 
for professional practices and trust.

12. Motivation, optimism: 
Celebrating success with the same intensity with 
which we learn from our mistakes.



pharma

ARApharma pharmacy

900 stick per minute. Highly 

qualified machine, in compliance

with the demands of the 

pharmaceutical industry.

Laminar flow, complete 

servomotor; OCV cameras,

Laser printer, total Laminar flow

Independent lane rejection (reject/

sampling), DQ/IQ/OQ/PQ  21 CFR 

Part 11.

packaging
process
consumer & pharma

food

ARAfrom free flowing products ARAimagin stick pack w/shape

ARAopris powder ARAnorth liquid & paste

ARAimagin is the latest 

proposal for the classical 

StickPack, the final 

design can be adjusted to 

its final shape to provide 

a unique and distinctive 

package. A picture tells a 

thousand words.

ARAfrom equipment is 

specifically designed 

for product dosage in 

granulated and semi-

granulated products.

A modular system and high 

production rates are its most 

important characteristics.

ARAnorth equipment offers 

a perfect balance between 

performance and effective 

cleaning and maintenance 

systems. With a capacity 

of up to 1,200 sticks per 

minute, automatic nozzle 

heights, centralised 

lubrication and

tool-free cleaning.

ARAopris equipment has 

been specially created to 

offer high performance in 

the packaging process of 

powdered products, from 

hotel and catering to dietary 

products, fatty products and 

food in general.
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ARAnow + Cartoning machine

Pharma Line + Continuos motion cartoner
complete production lines

ARAnow + Flowpack machine

A complete turnkey solution, 

packaging and box wrapping line, 

with all the guarantees of ARANOW 

equipment, its maintenance and 

modular system together with high 

productions define it as a highly 

competitive line.

A complete line with continual 

or intermittent packager, with an 

option of simultaneous connection 

to other equipment and a final 

verification system. Unit system 

with servomotor and boxing 

machine connection, stickpack unit 

counter for multiple boxes.

Complete line composed by 2 

stickpack machines of 14 lanes and

a continuous motion cartoner (from 

6 to 100 sticks per carton). 1.500 

stick per minute.

Full motion by servomotrs.

Fail safe mode, Independent lane 

rejection (reject/sampling), Laser 

Printer, PC panel Windows®

DQ/IQ/OQ/PQ 21 CFR Part 11.

Sole dosing platform feeding both 

machines.

ice lollies

ARAice ice lollies producers

ARAone equipment with 

the high demands of 

the dairy foods industry 

reach a production speed 

of 900 stickpacks per 

minute, boxing included, 

with a standard version in 

cornerless stainless steel, 

integral CIP, UV lamps

and baths.

dairy foods

ARAice is the versatile 

solution for packaging 

ice lollies using the same 

flavour or combining up 

to 10 flavours per cycle. 

Applicable in an extra-

long version with a double 

extrusion system, automatic 

nozzle elevation, centralised 

lubrication and

tool-free cleaning.

ARAone dairy foods
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Catalonia
Packaging machinery manufacturers

Josep Tura 11-f, Polígon Industrial Mas d’en Cisa
E-08181 Sentmenat, BARCELONA – Catalonia
Tel: +34 937 154 676
Fax: +34 937 154 677 
www.aranow.com


